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Paddle Pipette
Model : YR1150
Paddle Pipette
Manufacturer : Kalstein

Price : $ 112.18
Description :
Many items are an important part of an inventory in a lab. Without them,
testing samples and working in any medical environment would not be
impossible. Kalstein products is offering you the possibility of having the
high-end tools and products for your laboratory, so that you can rely and
trust that the work you are doing, is the best.
One of the most common tools and devices inside any lab is the transfer
pipette. This is a lab tool, commonly used in chemistry, biology and
medicine to transport a measured volume of liquid, often as a media
dispenser. There are several designs and purposes with different levels of
accuracy and precision. In this case, we are presenting you with the paddle
pipette specially designed for mixing and latex agglutination tests,
pregnancy tests and blood grouping cards.

Transfer paddle pipette
This kind of pipette is very common in the biology field. You should know
that they can be used to perform some specialized tests in the research and
bioanalysis field. This means that is very important that you follow a
standard pipetting technique. This kind of pipette is a single piece of plastic
pipette with an additional paddle on top of the bulb, which can be used for
mixing.

Transfer pipette function
About the functions, it is recommended that the user aspirates the liquid at a
90 degree angle, dispense at a 45 degree angle and touch off to make sure
all the liquid is dispensed. These recommendations are a very important
advice to follow to ensure the precision in your sample-testing, this way
guarantees less mistakes in the results, making them more reliable. The
uses ranges from general purpose to sensitive lab research.
The particular pipette we are presenting you has a 3 ml capacity. The total
length of the transfer pipette is 130 mm. The stem diameter is 3.8 mm. In
addition, this is paddle pipette, so the bulb draw is 0.2 ml. Finally, the
dropper/ml is 33.
About the packaging, the transfer pipettes can come as 500 unit per box
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and 3000 per case, this category is the non-sterile type. There is also the
option of packaging 1 per peel pack, 500 per case, and 5 per peel pack and
500 per case. This last two have gone through the Ethylene Oxide
Sterilization process.
-

Capacity:3ml
Total Length: 130mm
Dropper/ml: 33
Stem Diameter: 3.8mm
Bulb Draw:0.2ml

Parameters by Model
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Options available for Paddle Pipette :
Variation
(YR1150) 500/Box 3000/Case Nonsterile,
(YR1151) 1/Peel Pack 500/Case Sterile (-$ 68.36),
(YR1151-1) 5/Peel Pack 500/Case Sterile (-$ 74.20).
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